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Use DVDs or CDs with copy protection on your PC Working with ISO image content The best tool for recording CDs, DVDs and Blu-rays classic CD/DVD emulator Write CDs or DVD image files on pendrive or SD card Easy to create ISO images Free virtual CD/DVD drive maker Best CD recording tool, DVDs and Blu-rays Burns all kinds of DVDs or CDs Burning CDs and DVDs
within a few clicks of your Playstation 3 controller on your computer Burn, edit, merge and read images of discs Use dvDs or CDs with copy protection on your PC to grant internet access to those who are excluded from it. Run Android apps on your computer Size: 53.62 MB Language: Chinese Simplified License: Free software star rating: Download: 24140 Update: 2017-04-14
Support system: 2000,200 3, XP, Vista, Win7 Software Classification: Disc Tools Security Detection: 360 Security Guard 360 Antivirus Computer Butler Label: Burning Tool Nero was once a synound for disk burning, but has become a huge multipurpose package in recent years, and has become controversial. The free version of Nero 9 includes simple data burning and copying
CDs and DVDs. Upgrade to the full version of Nero 9 and use additional features and features. Permanently free! Please trust your eyes! Nero gives you an unprecedented opportunity to burn and copy nero world famous data drives for free indefinitely! Enjoy cd and DVD basic burning and copying of data from Nero, the most valuable digital media brand in the world. Download
the installation tutorial from this site, expand it, and then click run the installation package. Page 2 Sogou Pinyin input method is the most old smart Pinyin input method, in June 2006 by Sohu launched the Windows platform under the Chinese character pinyin input method. Sogou Pinyin Input Method Chinese Pinyin Input Method Software. Beautiful, rich personalized skin is one
of the highlights of Sogou. Tens of thousands of cellular ousts provide the most likely candidates. Basic Introduction Currently, sogou input method PC version in the domestic market share more than 90%, rich thesis and extension features many users favorite. On May 22, Sogou input PC version launched a new feature skin - shen hidden features series, drag can be hidden
input method on the desktop, making the input a little more space. Accordingly, the first skin of the series has three: a series of zero sense, eating beans, hiding from the cat wen Xiao. Like the acceleration ball of many computer security software, the input method is automatically hidden when it is near the edge of the desktop and does not cover the contents of the screen. The
software features ultra-full internet thesaware using search engine technology, generating the latest internet thesaware, incorporating versatile popular words such as: singers, television, movies, secondary, etc. Advanced intelligent phrase algorithm, word accuracy first The latest intelligent phrase algorithm, analysis of the library of search engine languages, accuracy in the input
method is the first. Easy to use, rich in advanced features Powerful and compatible with a wide range of input habits Provides comprehensive key settings and appearance options to adapt as much as possible to the input habits of different input methods, no matter what input method you used earlier, you can get started quickly. Installation steps First, download the latest version
of sogou Pinyin input method in this station, double-click run. Secondly, click Install Now to start installing the software. Thirdly, the installation can take a few minutes, patiently wait, after installation, you can check the package removed, click on the experience now, so it is installed. FAQ One, what is the search candidate feature? Search for candidates, referring to the input
method under the candidate's words for you to recommend candidate search results, shorten the search path to help you get information quickly. In the search candidate area, the input method will provide you with search keywords, in addition to direct websites, software to download, video viewing, new reading, weather forecast and other direct results, so you can view, download
more convenient. Second, how do I view a candidate's search results? Click the icon or keyboard key to expand your search for candidates. To make it easier to present search candidate results, you can freely configure the automatic presentation environment in the property settings search interface. Third, how to use candidate search results? For each search candidate, we
support the search or input feature (on-screen). 1 when you want to search: you can use the mouse to select search queries, click to open the candidate search engine. You can also select a search candidate word by using the key on the keyboard, pressing Enter, or by searching for the candidate's word. 2 when you want to go directly: you can use the mouse to select the right
side of the search candidate word direct address, click on the appropriate website can be opened. You can also select a search candidate word using the key on the keyboard, press →, and then press ENTER to open the web page. 3 when you want to enter the words of the search candidate: On the right side of each candidate search, we provide the input button, the entry
button point, you can enter the search for the candidate's word. You can also press (or tab) to select search candidate results, press a space, or enter search terms. 4. How do I turn the candidate's search function on or off? To turn the search candidate feature on or off, do the following: Open the input method menu - Property Settings - Search. Choose Candidate to turn the
search on or off. If you cancel the search candidate check, the dropp candidate search button will no longer appear in the input method interface, and the search candidate results will not be opened without to the arrow. Use the Quick Change Appearance tip: hold the input field or drop and drop status bar three times, the input method gives you a skin surprise, there are shortcuts
to change the appearance (Ctrl-Shift-H), a small skin field (right-click on the input field - expand the function - small skin field), right-click the appearance (right-click on the input field - change the appearance) appearance) Right-click the input field or status bar →stite properties→ advanced→ custom phrases→ and add a new definition for maimeng.o'o settings. Sogou input
method traditional characters for switching simplified characters: press CTRL-SHIFT-F. Or set the property - initial state - simplified. Similar software comparison Sogou Pinyin input method ultra-full thesaware, even play high efficiency. Sogou input method is based on search engine technology, especially suitable for Internet users to use, a new generation of input methods of
products, because Sogou input method uses search engine technology, input speed has a qualitative jump, in thesa thesaic width, word accuracy, Sogou input method is far ahead of other input methods. Baidu input method strong thesaver, Chinese word. Baidu Entry Judge Edition is a free input software provided by Baidu, a search engine company we all know well. Baidu's
powerful data discovery and Chinese word-splitping skills provide users with a large number of ébores, intelligent phrases and smooth long sentence input, and strong cloud input complements the user's accurate input. 2345 ace input method Memory input habits, automatic rhythm adjustment. The 2345 ace entry judge side version is a PC-end Chinese input software launched
by Shanghai 2345 Network Technology Co., Ltd. input method software focuses on the essence of entry, software advocates net input, no ads and no window. Update protocol 1. Upgrade thesaware sync function, achieve thesas sync with mobile phone side, input habits cross-terminal sync, sign in to the same account to sync input habits; 2. Fix some problems with skin
installation failure; 3. Optimize usb bubble style pen recording; 4. Optimization of application stability. Many times we have to burn some data to disks to make sure that the data is not lost, so how do we burn the data disks? There are many types of burning software, and then I will teach you how to use Nero StartSmart software. Turn on the Nero StartSmart software and you can
choose a DVD or CD when you burn it, both formats depending on what format you are burning the empty disc, and I am using the DVD now. After selecting the dvd production data, go to the next page, continue to select the DVD data click add, select the file to be burned, you can also directly to the file to be burned to the middle area, and then select the next burn pops up a
small window, click OK, pop-up to the next page, click the next step to burn finished, burn the finished disc will automatically exit , you can check it back to see if the burned file is complete. Experience is for informational purposes only, and if you need to solve specific problems (especially in legal, medical and other areas), we recommend that you with relevant experts. The author
declares: This experience is original in accordance with real experience, without permission, refused to reproduce. Page 2 opens the Nero StartSmart software and can select a DVD or CD when burning, both formats depending on what format the blank disc burned, and I'm using the DVD now. Nero is a cd-rom burning program from Germany
3231333333333333333333339b9e7ad943333336373738 Before Software.com. Software.com. EasyCD Creator also has many users, but many burners provide support only for Nero burners. This is the case with a variety of recorders to light, for example. Now we are talking about the latest version of the use of Nero 6. Point download Nero BURNING ROM v6.6.0.5 Registration
code: 1A21-0809-4130-2332-8523-1578 Unlike previous versions, Nero 6 has begun to move towards the entire process of solving video audio from acquisition to editing on burning. Nero 6 integrates powerful audio and video editing and production capabilities. There are quite a few editing modules. As a result, nero 6 changed the state of each module in previous versions.
Integrate all Nero 6 modules with one integration tool. It is: Nero StartSmart. This article focuses on Nero StartSmart to show you how to use nero 6's powerful editing and burning feature to run an interface preview and find a Nero StartSmart shortcut in Start-Program-Nero. Start Nero StartSmart. You can see the interface in the picture below. Nero StartSmart is the focal point for
all audio, video, backup, and burn tasks. Select tasks from different categories, open The Nero app, and customize some settings. Here's a look at how Nero StartSmart options work. 1. Application Launch Zone This area shows all installed applications in the Nero product line. You can access the app you want to use with a single click. 2, if the task directory area moves the
mouse over the icons of each category, you can view the tasks that can be performed in that category. Tasks are displayed according to the selected mode. 3, the task icon area standard mode displays only the most frequently used tasks; If there are more than 8 tasks in the category, you can click the small arrow in the lower-right corner of the screen to see the remaining tasks.
4, Nero StartSmart mode conversion button. Standard and advanced modes for Nero StartSmart conversion. In Advanced mode, the word Advanced Mode appears in the task icon area. All task icons are displayed in advanced mode. 5, quick skin change button for Nero StartSmart interface. Click to change the color of the Nero StartSmart interface. 6, set the Click button to open
the configuration window. You can set which program to run the Nero series in each task. 7, button to exit Nero StartSmart. As my friends, who often use the Nero family software in version control, probably know the Nero software is upgraded very often. Each upgrade has a small software improvement, reflecting Ahead's strong development power. This is one of the reasons
most friends like to use Nero. To maximize software performance, it's best to use the latest version of Nero 6. Nero StartSmart provides a very convenient online upgrade detection feature. See picture above: First, make sure your computer is connected Internet. Then press the Nero button in the upper-left corner of Nero StartSmart, where the main Nero StartSmart interface
appears in the Nero Product Center. Each installed Nero 6 is shown here here 6 The installed version of Ultra Edition is up-to-date. But NeroVision Express 2 software is installed in version 2.0.0.4, the latest available version is 2.0.0.22, and the software that needs to be upgraded will have a green download button behind it. Press this button to convert to the official Nero page to
download and upgrade smoothly. You can also set intervals for automatic checking for updates. The default time is to check for updates every 15 days. If you do not update or exit the update, you can exit the software update interface by simply pressing the End button. It is important to understand how to set up the software before using it. Press the Nero StartSmart settings
button to enter the settings interface. Language settings options set the interface display language, and in cases where the Nero 6 Chinese language pack is already installed, you can specifically set software modules to run for each feature in tasks and open. Depending on how familiar you are with the software, you can set it up in detail as needed. Typically, the default settings
are typically used. Enable all burner mode is important, and if selected, some special CD burning formats appear above the main Nero StartSmart interface. They are HD-Burn, DDCD, DVD, CD and Nero supports a special format call function so turned on. The Change Color button is actually an extension of the interface color change button. Press to change the color of the
settings interface. Detailed color themes can be set here. It can also be set for frame and background colors. Customize your unique Nero StartSmart interface with your own background! If you find that it doesn't work well after some settings, you need to go back to the original settings. The Reset Default button resets all factory settings. When all the settings are complete, press
the End button to return to the initial nero StartSmart interface. Production is now a step in the production of several main drives using Nero StartSmart. There are a number of icons in the Nero StartSmart task catalog that are: favorites, data, audio, photos and videos, copy and backup, and a few other options. When you point to the Favorites icon, you'll see some of the most
frequently used feature options. Favorites include common preferred tasks. After you install Nero StartSmart, the Favorites area will contain the most frequently used tasks. To add an item, right-click the task and select Add to Favorites from the shortcut menu. To remove a task from a favorite, right-click the task and select Remove from Favorites. Data disk for data production.
This option contains tasks that can be performed on a data disk. Tasks are displayed depending on whether you select standard or extended mode. In mode are options: Create a data disk format/prepare a rewritable disc so that the audio and data discs CD) Make guided disc Make UDF CD Make UDF/ISO disc Make hybrid disc (CD only) Make hybrid mode disc (CD only) -
where making a disc that can be made with bootable disk function can start your computer. Replaces the usual boot disk. The UDF Optical Disk File System Standard is a universal optical disk file system standard established in 1996, allowing for any additional data on CD-R/RW drives that provide a burner with random hard drive-like reading and writing properties, standard data
burning does not occur because the cache is underinstalled or the data transfer rate is lower than the burning speed to interrupt the burning process, leaving the disk discarded. The standard supports operating systems such as Win 9X/NT and MAC OS, and has become more widely used. The Audio Audio Disc Maker class contains tasks that can be performed on an audio disc.
Tasks are displayed according to the selected mode. Options within advanced mode are: Make audio disc (CD only) Make audio and data disc (CD only) Make W3 disc Cut disc track (CD only) Edit audio mixed audio disc (CD only) Encoding audio recording audio Convert tape to disc (CD only) Convert LP to CD (CD only CD) Make mixed mode disc (CD only) Settings also
integrate audio editing, recording, conversion and more in advanced mode. Photos and videos Photos and videos include tasks you can do when you edit photos and videos. Tasks are displayed according to the selected mode. In Advanced Mode Options Are Available: Make Video Disc (VCD) (CD Only) Make Super Video Disc Disc (SVCD) Make Video Disc Slide Show (CD
Only) Make Super Video Disc Slide Show (CD Only) Capture Video Production or Edit DVD-VR (DVD-VR DVD DVD) You can choose between a Chinese-simplified or traditional display when creating a DVD presentation (DVD only) making a movie making miniDVD (CD only) making DVD video (dvd only) is burned directly to the disc (DVD / R / RW only). Nero 6 shifts the
functional focus of the software from traditional audio CD, VCD production to DV-related features such as DVD, video capture, editing, etc. This is evident from the richness of the options of the photo and video category feature. Copying and copying this includes replication and backup-related tasks. The options in advanced mode are: Copying a disk burning image to disk Backup
backup backup backup backup backup backup backup backup hard drive (CD only) Uses the disk as an ideal solution for backup media. Other options include other disk-related tasks. Options available in advanced mode are: Test drive erase disk to make a label or cover drive speed to get system information optical image link: only) The ideal solution for using the disk as backup
media is on this option. Other options include other disk-related tasks. Options available in advanced mode Test drive erase disk to make a label or cover speed drive to get information about the system optical image link:
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